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Executive Summary 

 The Port Labelle Utility System (PLUS) seeks a grant of $114,577 to purchase, install 

and implement a District Metered Area (DMA) system to locate leaks in its potable water 

distribution system. PLUS supplies water to 1,516 residents in Hendry County in a service area 

with pipes fronting a total of 11,998 quarter-acre lots along 60 miles of distribution pipes. The 

grant funds would provide for, in order of priority, the purchase and installation of 4, 8-inch 

octave meters, the purchase and installation of 120 replacement valve systems, the purchase and 

installation of 500 meter boosters, and 2 fixed-base antenna systems. A protocol for use of the 

DMA system has been developed and is ready for implementation.  One of the three needed 

towers for a complete fixed-base AMR system has been installed and is operational, accessing 

data from 287 meters (20% of connections). 

 Since 2009 Lately PLUS has suffered recurring and growing distribution system losses, 

sometimes as high as 50% of water produced. In 2011 total annual losses were 27%.  The leaks 

are believed to be caused by limestone puncturing the HDPE pipe as a result of improper backfill 

during pipe installation in 1998-2000. These leaks are difficult to detect because the geology of 

the region does not always result in leaking water emerging to the surface. To solve this problem 

PLUS has devised a protocol for using District Metered Areas (DMAs), potentially in tandem 

with a Fixed Base Automatic Metered Reading system (AMR). A DMA which would greatly 

improve the ability for PLUS to find and repair leaks. 



 

Need Statement  

 In 2009 PLUS began to notice a large increase in water usage that did not match previous 

calculations for customer usage and background leakage. (See figure 1.)  

 

Figure 1. Monthly potable water production. 

PLUS determined that during the construction of pipeline through units 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 102 

the contractors did not follow procedure in surrounding the pipes with proper backfill and 

bedding. (See figure 2.)  



Figure 2. Layout of Port Labelle units. 

 

Many leaks have been found and repaired so far but detecting the leaks remains a challenge. The 

pipes currently are surrounded by limestone which causes the water from leaks to travel 

horizontally or further into the ground before surfacing some distance away from the actual leak. 

Due to the unreliability of visual inspection PLUS requires a working protocol to detect and 

repair leaks on a short timescale.  

Goals and Objectives 

 To quickly find and repair leaks PLUS has drafted a working DMA protocol to assist the 

fixed base AMR.  

1. Using both technologies PLUS plans to reduce water loss by 2MG per year and maintain 

water loss under 10% of potable water produced.  

a. Attain this by installing eight inch meters as well as meter boosters and more 

fixed base antenna systems to aid the original fixed base AMR.  



2. Improve customer relations because real time data allows customers to view their water 

usage as well as notifying customers of leaks on their property. 

Strategy 

 By dividing up the pipeline network into smaller zones it makes the process of 

monitoring the water flow much easier. The process of measuring the water flow will be done at 

night between the hours of 2:00 am to 4:00 am because that is when customer usage is at a 

minimum. Also the system should ideally be limited to only two pipes for input and output to 

limit the variables when calculating water flow. The input flow will be measured by the 8 inch 

octave meter. The meter will be part of a bypass assembly because most of the pipes are not 8 

inches in diameter. (See Figure 3.) 

 

Figure 3. 8” meter within the bypass assembly. 

 



There will be two meters on 12 inch diameter pipe and the other two will be on 10 inch and 16 

inch pipe respectively. The meters are placed typically where there would not be a valve so it is 

easier to isolate the DMAs. In the DMA for units 1-4 the meter is placed along Birchwood 

Parkway just south of its intersection of highway 80 because it easily includes two small 

neighborhoods along Birchwood Parkway. (See Figure 4.) 

 

 

Figure 4. DMA 1-4 with valves and meter. 

For units 5-103 it was decided that it would the easiest to include the pipeline along the Cowgirl 

Way because of the locations of the valve placements. (See Figure 5.) 



Figure 5. DMA 5-103 with valves and meter. 

The DMA for units 6-9 proved difficult because the water treatment plant (WTP) is directly 

connected to the network along a section of pipe connecting Cedarwood Parkway and North 

Moss road. The most practical place for the meter was decided to be where the network connects 

with banyan village. (See Figure 6.) 



 

Figure 6 DMA 6-9 with meter, valve, and water treatment plant. 

 

The placement for the Banyan Village units was simply adding a meter along the pipeline 

heading along Highway 80 out to Banyan Village because it is the only point of connection to 

the rest of the PLUS network. (See Figure 7.) 



 

Figure 7. Banyan village DMA with meter. 

 

To execute the protocol for units 1-4 water must be bought from the city of labelle beacause 

there is only one entrance into units 1-4 from the PLUS network. The protocol consists of first 

isolating sections of the network in unit 2 to unit 4 in a counter clockwise direction along 

Eucalyptus Boulevard unit Carefree Road. After 2-4 have been isolated the isolation starts again 

in unit 1 near the city of LaBelle connection down Eucalyptus Boulevard until Carefree Drive 

but this time it is in a clockwise direction. Once units 1-4 have been isolated the small sections 

along Birchwood Parkway can be isolated easily. (See Figure 8.) 



 

 Figure 8. Pipeline network for units 1-4. 

Once units 1-4 have been limited to 1 input and output sections of the system are isolated 

according to the protocol to measure how much water each section of the network consumes. 

(See Figure 9.)  



 

Figure 9. The DMA protocol being enacted.  

When viewing the data if there is a large change in flow after closing one valve then there is 

probably a burst leakage in that area. The analysis of the data will compare both data collected 

from the crew doing the night surveying as well as the data received remotely from the fixed 

base AMR. This will typically be done after a month of monitoring to establish what the system 

norms. In analyzing the data PLUS will look for significant water usage in certain sections of the 

network to determine where leaks are present. Once the leak has been narrowed down to a 

specific section PLUS will use more localized methods of leak detection. PLUS will use a fire 

hydrant pressure survey by closing vales and measuring the pressure. If the pressure drops 



drastically then it corresponds with burst leakage. Since fire hydrants are required to be spaced 

no greater than 500 feet apart this provides a natural method for systematically analyzing 

sections within the larger area already identified to have a leak. Within the area identified with 

the fire hydrant pressure survey a direct listening groundphone will be used to detect sound 

response within the pipe to accurately pinpoint a leak within a few feet. (See Figure 10.) The 

technology works by sending sound waves and checking how the pipe responds, if there is 

significant change in the signal a leak is found. 

Budget 

 The diameter of the pipe changes the installation process of the meters and the cost of the 

assembly. An 8 inch meter on 10 inch pipe is very similar to the same meter on 12 inch pipe at 

$13,252.58 and $14,935.75 respectively. However the cost for a meter on 16 inch pipe is 

$27,233.84 so the total cost for the installation of all meters totals around $70,000. (See Table 1.)  

Needed Unit Cost Units Cost Cumulative 

Meter & Bypass 16"-8" $27,233.84 1 $27,233.84 $27,233.84 

Meter & Bypass 12"-8" $15,045.40 2 $30,090.80 $57,324.64 

Meter & Bypass 10"-8" $13,252.58 1 $13,252.58 $70,577.22 

Hydrophone Sensor $4,000 1 $4,000 $74,577.22 

Leak Employee $30,000 1 $30,000 $104,577.22 

16" Bypass Installation $10,000 1 $10,000 $114,577.22 

 

Table 1. Grant expenses. 

This cost is including all of the bypass assembly, the meter itself, and the encoder to wirelessly 

relay the information to the fixed base AMR. All of the installations can be done by current staff 

except the meter on the 16 inch pipe its installation will cost around $10,000 if someone is hired. 

In addition PLUS would like to hire a full time employee to solely work on the leak detection 

protocol and the salary for this position will be around $30,000 / year. In order to fully 



encompass the protocol a Hydrophone sensor would be required, they cost about $4,000. The 

final cost of the protocol will be around $114,000. 


